Wednesday 25 June 2012 I rented a car in Vilnius and set off with Rashele [Ofchinskas] Sheraite to Kapciamiestis, see
route. The drive is about 2 ½ hours. I had made appointments in advance with the Elder, the school and the Priest. It
needs to be stated here that I do not know Lithuanian. Although I had written to them in advance in English and a rough
translation, it was Rashele who phoned them to verify and remind them about the appointments. Here we are on the

main road entering

Kapciamiestis.

The cemetery is well kept albeit the stones show the effect of the extreme weather conditions there. Moss has started
to show on the existing stones, and some moss has grown over the broken stones. Nevertheless, there is no sign of
weeds, rubbish or visible animal visitations.

Flowers adorn the main memorial stone, as does a large new glass memorial candle. I had come with Yizkor candles
from Israel – the wind was fierce, and it was quite a challenge to light them. Therefore I understood the large glass
candle placed. I do not know who placed that new candle.
Considerable moss buildup is visible on the stones. This will need attention in the near future.

Below is a general overall picture of the Kapciamiestis Jewish Cemetery June 2012:

Some specific photos can be compared to what the stones looked like 12 years ago:

Mr. Dambrauskas, the elder, met me at the newly renovated and expanded museum with Odeta Barkauskiene,
the

director.
I was reassured by Motelis Rosenbergas in Kaunas that no monies have been paid and will not be paid to the contractor
until the work is completed to full satisfaction in compliance with the contract signed. Motelis Rosenbergas is an
engineer by profession and has volunteered his time and efforts to help with getting this project done. The contact was
made originally by Ralph Salinger and developed due to Ralph’s efforts. Motelis further reassured me that he will visit
Kapciamiestis from time to time.

Kapciamiestis has renovated and expanded the local museum.
Odeta Barkauskiene is the director, professionally trained. The museum has historical information about the town, the
region and the people of Kapciamiestis plus a full scale model of a home from the past.

Maryte Ignataviciene
and I renewed out acquaintance
and discussed how we can continue to promote tolerance and education in the community. Odeta suggested that we
help prepare a display on the Jews of Kapciamiestis for the museum. They do have the printed material that we have
sent them in the past including an album of the gravestones and a listing of who is buried in the Jewish cemetery; the
Jews of Kopcheve by Dorothy Leivers is in their possession, and they have a print-out of the information from our former
website. I agreed that would be an excellent idea, and offered that we will gather information to send them. Below are
some photos of the museum’s displays:

These two items were found in the
field where the synagogue had been

Odeta did not have additional information as to when the items had been found.
Upon my request I also met with Father Jonas Alesius who blessed us and presented a beautiful book on Lithuania.

As we drove out of Kapciamiestis we saw this magnificent local handiwork gazebo in the yard of a home.

After leaving Kapciamiestis the following day, we paid our respects at the Jewish cemetery of Veisiejai. It is extremely
overgrown and appears that no one has walked there for a very very long time. We tried to get to the Jewish cemetery
in Leipalingis, however the road was completely torn up and under construction. Since the rain was very heavy, I was
hesitant to drive into the mud and sand.
We are fortunate that the people in Kapciamiestis today care about our ancestors and honor them as they do us.

